
Daniel 4 Gentile Times Prophecy—Part 2
Daniel 4's "Tree in the Midst of the Earth" Symbolic Meaning

The Two World Overall Daniel 4 "Tree" Applications
1. As reviewed at the outset there are two "Tree" prophecy descriptions and the two-metal "banding" symbology because there are
two "worlds" of humanity this Daniel 4 symbolic "Tree" prophecy applies to. In the spiritual basic sense it is the physical "Kingdom of
the World" which Christ eventually takes over according to "appointed times" of God to completion. 

A. The "Tree" and the "Kingdom of the World" is also encompassing the Ephesians 1 "Administration" which "gathers all things on
Earth" as part of its divinely purposed objective. 

2. The "seven times" time limit applies to both entities because the sovereign dramas always co-develop and parallel. 

3. The "rootstock" is what remains when the rival ruling structure symbolized in the "Tree" is removed by its being "chopped down". 

A. The ROOTSTOCK is what is in a transition period until the Christ divinely approved and appointed rulership takes over the
"Kingdom of the World" and creates the [implied] Eternal Tree, implied in the certain earthly trajectory in this prophetic drama.

4. "In the midst of the Earth" is that this is a rulership with physical realities on Earth, now under demon and "gentile" permitted
sovereign experimentations. In the most basic sense the "Tree" is a symbol of comprehensive "rulership" of earth as an overall human
and planetary life system, in the form of the time of its application. Not just the earthly-focused "rulership" but the effect it has on the
planet's life system.

(Revelation 11:18) ...to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.”

5. That is why it is not "the end of the world" "Kingdom of the World" solution of God and Christ, but the exact removal of systems
"ruining the earth", "chopping down" a sub-optimum state of the "Tree" through its sub-optimum and limited rulership model. God is
not "ruining the earth", He is RUINING [those] who are "ruining the earth". 

6. Thus, it is no accident the Christ "Kingdom of the World" prophecy of Revelation 11:15-19 identifies that Kingdom objective and its
precise target of "ruination" in exact terms for when the next "chop down the tree" time comes.

The Two World Applications, Pre-Deluge and Post-Deluge
Overall the "Tree" has application to the post Edenic world to the flood, and the world which emerged from it to today.

1. Divine Deluge Period: Daniel 4:10-17 "Tree" applies to the "Kingdom of the World" based on the planetary life system (midst of
the earth) including the world of humanity "rootstock" and the animals it affects since Eden to the Divine Deluge. 

A. The deluge "chopped the tree down" removing its demonic direct rulership at that time. (Gen6-7)

2. Post Deluge Period: Daniel 4:20-23 "Tree" applies to the "Kingdom of the World" based on the planetary life system (midst of the
earth) including the world of humanity "rootstock" and animals it affects since after the Divine Deluge. 

A. The future world judgment "chop the tree down" is the future global conquest of Christ.

The "Chop the Tree Down" as Divine Judgments of Two Rejected "Rulerships"
1. Because the "Tree" in Daniel 4:22 "is you, O King" the governance structure "rulership" is also part of the "Tree" symbology. In the
antediluvian world from the past to today it is directly a "gentile" rulership application which is under a divine timed-limit. 

2. Because the divine rulership is what has been forming through the imperfect human world by divine symbols, spiritual nations (Israel
to Christian), and structured timed prophecy, there is a principle of the "Tree" rulership which is of the divine purpose. Because it
apostatizes it is also "chopped down" as the gentile rulership emerges as the rulership "Tree" in "Trampling" dominance.

3. The "chop the tree down" illustrates a divine judgment "decree" of God in the Daniel 4 prophecy symbology which has been carried
out in the past, or will be carried out in the future on rejected rulership "Tree" systems and situations on Earth. 

4. Once the "Tree" is assumed from the renewed and released "rootstock" by the divine sovereignty as the whole objective of the
Daniel 4 final meaning, the "Tree" will be eternal and permanent, because its "rulership" will be in Christ the Divine King of the Davidic
Sovereign Covenant Lineage which the "gentiles" cannot "trample".

Pre-Deluge World

1. In the Genesis 6 condition the world governance "rulership" "Tree" was of Demon, Nephilim Hybrid "demigods" rulership. It is
unknown how much governance humans were involved in during that pre-flood world governmental structure. The Divine Deluge
eradicated that "rulership" "Tree" from the Earthly planetary life system while preserving humans (Gen7) as a "rootstock" and some



animal life which "shelters and is fed" from this "Tree" structure system over Earth, now minus the direct demon and hybrid human-
demon rulership affecting that pre-flood world adversely.

(Genesis 6:1-8) Now it came about that when men started to grow in numbers on the surface of the ground and
daughters were born to them, 2 then the (angelic-demon) sons of the [true] God began to notice the daughters of men, that
they were good-looking; and they went taking wives for themselves, namely, all whom they chose. 3 After that Jehovah
said: “My spirit shall not act toward man indefinitely in that he is also flesh. Accordingly his days shall amount to a
hundred and twenty years.” 4 The (hybrid demigod) Nephilim proved to be in the earth in those days, and also after that,
when the sons of the [true] God continued to have relations with the daughters of men and they bore sons to them, they
were the mighty ones who were of old, the men of fame. 5 Consequently Jehovah saw that the badness of man was
abundant in the earth and every inclination of the thoughts of his heart was only bad all the time. 6 And Jehovah felt
regrets that he had made men in the earth, and he felt hurt at his heart. 7 So Jehovah said: “I am going to ("chop the tree
down") wipe men whom I have created off the surface of the ground, from man to domestic animal, to moving animal and
to flying creature of the heavens, because I do regret that I have made them.” 8 But Noah found favor in the eyes of
Jehovah.

Post-Deluge World

2. After the Divine Deluge the Genesis 10 renewed world basis is recorded as that nation based "rulership" governance "superior
authorities" model has been "placed in its relative position" as permitted by God as shown in Romans 13. But, even that sovereign
permission has a "gentile times" timed limit to its existence. The national-rulerships are permitted for a "time appointed" period, they
were destined for a temporary earthly-sovereign license of God given sovereignty, until God's purpose to deliver and set the "seed"
Christ is completed and that with fair global warning in TWO "witnessings". (Rev10-11)

The "8th King" World Government Rulership "Tree"
1. But World Government, a singular "8th King" "superior authority" is not a provision of Romans 13. 

2. A [singular] globalized world-sovereign system "Tree" wielding worldwide "power and authority" over all the subjugated nations
(Dan11:42-43; rev16:13-16) is absolutely illegal (Rev17:8-17), and that is why it is what gets the direct first warning and final warning
as it was emerging in 1919 by means of its global "image" representative "League of Nations" the global-political forum nucleus of
international scale world government.

A. That is why it is no accident the prophetic "seven times" events of 1914-1918 "just so happened" to emerge with that initial "8th
King" global announcement of the intent of "world government" as represented by that initial "League of Nations" , to "ensure world
peace and security", the original "new world order" promotional period. 

B. Even if they shied away from the "world government" term to minimize the alarming of politicians with national-sovereignty
concerns, the intended objective became obvious in time.

3. THAT final sovereign over-extension of official "world government" will receive the Christ arrival reaction, guaranteed, in its exact
timing (Rev11:7-10), known by God and Christ.  That is why "world government" single "superior authority" rule is extremely short, but
1290 days of Daniel 12:11 as the symbolic "one hour" of Revelation 17:12. 

(Revelation 1:1) 1 A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place

4. But as per Revelation 1:1, there will be enough prophecy knowledge to understand the final timed periods (Dan8:14; Dan12:7;
Dan21:11) which will be "counting down" to world government and the Christ Arrival to know the divine reaction is certain. Even if
unknowable to the "day and hour", the epicenter decade can be known which will be explained later. 

5. In fact, it could has been deducible from prophecy symbology since 1914 became globally marked by the successful 1914 based
"first witnessing" effort of 1260 days. (Gen6:3) 

A. But human impatience opted for far less certain insanities like the "This Generation" debacle wherein Jehovah's witnesses have
been hoping for and hyping "the end of the world" "any second now" for years. Waiting for the 2030's was simply out of the question
for these impatient JW Jackrabbits, they want "the end" according to their own schedules.

666. The future World Government Scarlet Wildbeast "8th King" demon/human version of globalized sovereignty, coming up in the
future (Rev13:3; Rev17:8; Rev11:7), never has been purposed by God for eternal global rulership as has Christ and his Messianic
Kingdom earth-focused sovereignty. 

7. That is why Christ's Kingdom is the "Immortal Divine Axe", and "8th King" World Government rival sovereignty is the final rejected
"Tree" system to be "chopped down", in the future.

A. It is the fully-illegal globalized form of modern demon-driven development which was merely delayed in Genesis 11's attempt at the
very same thing, "world government". 

8. In Genesis 11's time of Babel and the Tower of Babel (and the first world government attempt), God scattered the nations by
confounding the one global language into a multiplicity of languages. 

9. That is why that future World Government Final-Rival Sovereignty will be permitted to complete, make their final claim to Earth and



all life on Earth, to cross the sovereign line to the full, as fully foretold in God's prophecy. 

A. But its completed rulership over the world will be very short, the briefest world rulership of them all as "one" symbolic "hour" in
Revelation 17:12. 

10. If not for the Global Sheep Sweep salvation priority (Matt25:31-40) of Christ at final arrival (Rev14; Rev19:1-10) to complete his
own "seven times" seven year ministry final leg, World Government would be deposed the very day they sat their illegal fannies on that
audacious world throne and started to officially announce their final bombastic "grandiose words" of just how divine and powerful their
"new world order" system of globalized impotence is. 

A. Divine timing and other required prophecy fulfillments (Ps110:2), is why the "Tree" is "chopped down" on the exact divine timeline
of prophecy and actuality by that time of the future.

11. A final drawn out and totally globally complete prophecy and world event course also aids the salvation of many more people than
the simpleton promoted "end of the world" "sneak in and kill millions of people" mythology. The true "good news" is God and Christ
arrive to save millions (Rev14:6-8), only deposing the illegal and dangerous elements needing to be neutralized. (Matt24:21-22)

12. The truth is, so-called demon-via-human "world government" will not last 4 years (Dan12:11), guaranteed, and by then fully fair
warned (Rev11:1-10; Rev16:12-17), with just enough time to almost get the seat warm on that ludicrous "world government throne".

13. Then this modern "Tree" of the modern world "system of things" will be "chopped down" as Christ assumes the "Kingdom of the
World" totality permanently and forms its immortal and everlasting "rulership" while preserving and restoring the "Tree" from the
delivered human/nations "rootstock" basis of physical life on Earth as a comprehensive integral divine planetary life system.

14. That is how the "Tree" symbolizes a "rulership" which is removed as "chopped down", but has a physical basis "in the midst of the
earth" as humans are part of that intended "rootstock" based rulership to "have in subjection" the earthly creation, as humans have
responsibility over the animal creation (not each other; Gen1:26-28), as the planetary life system sustains all physical life for that
"Tree". 

15. Once "seven headed dragon" demons invade to the dangerous final degree as they did in Noah's day (Matt24:21-22; Rev7:1), as
they have been doing dependent on their circumstances as now delayed, God "chops down" their rulership "Tree" and their "gentile"
governmental minions to remove the governance "Tree", not humanity in the preserved "rootstock".

The Christ "Kingdom of the World" Rulership "Tree"
1. This second time of a world judgment attempt it will be successful for a short while. (Dan11:36) Then Christ will "fell the tree" like
some Cosmic Lumberjack and then assume all "Kingdom of the World" control, power and authority as the Everlasting Tree system
starts to "grow" henceforth. 

A. God will also "reset" the language back to the original "pure language":

(Zephaniah 3:8-9) Therefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising
up to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations, for me to collect together kingdoms, in order to pour out
upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for by the fire of my zeal all the earth will be devoured. 9 For then I
shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order for them all to call upon the name of Jehovah, in order to
serve him shoulder to shoulder.’

2. Removal of demons and deluded humans concurring with them, and their various weak and error-ridden contraptions of the modern
Techno-Tower of Babel "World Government" of the future and its "Nephilim" "corporate giants", is all that is required to "chop the tree
down". 

3. That will conclude the "Tree" as a final "system of things", it is not "the end" entire world life system "earth" and "rootstock", but its
renewed beginning in Christ. 

Christ the Temple and "Tree" "Sprout"

(Zechariah 3:4-9) Then he answered and said to those standing before him: “Remove the befouled garments from upon
him.” And he went on to say to him: “See, I have caused your error to pass away from upon you, and there is a clothing
of you with robes of state.” 5 At that I said: “Let them put a clean turban upon his head.” And they proceeded to put the
clean turban upon his head and to clothe him with garments; and the angel of Jehovah was standing by. 6 And the angel
of Jehovah began to bear witness to Joshua, saying: 7 “This is what Jehovah of armies has said, ‘If it is in my ways that
you will walk, and if it is my obligation that you will keep, then also it will be you that will judge my house and also keep
my courtyards; and I shall certainly give you free access among these who are standing by.’ 8 “‘Hear, please, O Joshua
the high priest, you and your companions who are sitting before you, for they are men [serving] as portents; for here I am
bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua! Upon the one stone there are seven
eyes. Here I am engraving its engraving,’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I will take away the error of that land
in one day.’

4. After that, with "sprout" Christ as "King of kings", the perfect "Tree" will be restored over the one thousand year rule of Christ as
"King of kings". 

5. The nations will, as in Daniel 7:12, have the "lengthening in life given to them for a time" (to Christ's conquest) "and a season"



(under Messianic Kingdom authority), as the "rootstock" is renewed and restored to perfection in Christ in every way physical
(Heb10:10) and spiritual. 

6. That "one stone" with "seven eyes" is the Ultimate Watcher, Christ the Temple Completion Stone:

(Zechariah 4:6-9) Accordingly he answered and said to me: “This is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel, saying, ‘“Not by
a military force, nor by power, but by my spirit,” Jehovah of armies has said. 7 Who are you, O great mountain? Before
Zerubbabel [you will become] a level land. And he will certainly bring forth the headstone. There will be shoutings to it:
(Witnessing 1) “ How charming! (Witnessing 2) How charming!”’” 8 And the word of Jehovah continued to occur to me,
saying: 9 “The very hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house, and his own hands will finish [it]. (Rev10-
11)

7. It is all "just a matter of time", and it will be marked and gauged by the prophecy for the final world cycle of the future.

(Revelation 22:6-7) “These words are faithful and true; yes, Jehovah the God of the inspired expressions of the prophets
sent his angel forth to show his slaves the things that must shortly take place. 7 And, look! I am coming quickly. Happy is
anyone observing the words of the prophecy of this scroll.”

Daniel 4
(Daniel 4:1-6) “Nebuchadnezzar the king, to all the peoples, national groups and languages that are dwelling in all the
earth: May your peace grow great. 2 The signs and wonders that the Most High God has performed with me, it has
seemed good to me to declare. 3 How grand his signs are, and how mighty his wonders are! His kingdom is a kingdom to
time indefinite, and his rulership is for generation after generation. 4 “I, Nebuchadnezzar, happened to be at ease in my
house and flourishing in my palace. 5 There was a dream that I beheld, and it began to make me afraid. And there were
mental images upon my bed and visions of my head that began to frighten me. 6 And from me an order was being put
through to bring in before me all the wise men of Babylon, that they might make known to me the very interpretation of
the dream. 

(Daniel 4:7-9) “At that time the magic-practicing priests, the conjurers, the Chaldeans and the astrologers were entering;
and I was saying before them what the dream was, but its interpretation they were not making known to me. 8 And at last
there came in before me Daniel, whose name is Belteshazzar according to the name of my god and in whom there is the
spirit of the holy gods; and before him I said what the dream was: 9 “‘O Belteshazzar the chief of the magic-practicing
priests, because I myself well know that the spirit of the holy gods is in you and that there is no secret at all that is
troubling you, tell [me] the visions of my dream that I have beheld and its interpretation. 

"Tree" Application 1—The Global "Kingdom of the World" "Tree" Base
Application
(Daniel 4:10-12) “‘Now the visions of my head upon my bed I happened to be beholding, and, look! a tree in the midst of
the earth, the height of which was immense. 11 The tree grew up and became strong, and its very height finally reached
the heavens (Gen6; Rev12:4a), and it was visible to the extremity of the whole earth. 12 Its foliage was fair, and its fruit was
abundant, and there was food for all on it. Under it the beast of the field would seek shade, and on its boughs the birds of
the heavens would dwell, and from it all flesh would feed itself. 

The Noachian Deluge "Chopped Down Tree"
(Daniel 4:13-14) “‘I continued beholding in the visions of my head upon my bed, and, look! a watcher, even a holy one,
coming down from the heavens themselves. 14 He was calling out loudly, and this is what he was saying: “CHOP the tree
down, and cut off its boughs. SHAKE off its foliage, and scatter its fruitage. Let the beast flee from under it, and the birds
from its boughs. 

(Genesis 7:11-16) In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the month, on
this day all the springs of the vast watery deep were broken open and the floodgates of the heavens were opened.
12 And the downpour upon the earth went on for forty days and forty nights. 13 On this very day Noah went in, and Shem
and Ham and Japheth, Noah’s sons, and the wife of Noah and the three wives of his sons with him, into the ark; 14 they
and every wild beast according to its kind, and every domestic animal according to its kind, and every moving animal that
moves on the earth according to its kind, and every flying creature according to its kind, every bird, every winged
creature. 15 And they kept going to Noah inside the ark, two by two, of every sort of flesh in which the force of life was
active. 16 And those going in, male and female of every sort of flesh, went in, just as God had commanded him. After that
Jehovah shut the door behind him.

(Genesis 7:21-24) So all flesh that was moving upon the earth expired, among the flying creatures and among the
domestic animals and among the wild beasts and among all the swarms that were swarming upon the earth, and all
mankind. 22 Everything in which the breath of the force of life was active in its nostrils, namely, all that were on the dry
ground, died. 23 Thus he wiped out every existing thing that was on the surface of the ground, from man to beast, to
moving animal and to flying creature of the heavens, and they were wiped off the earth; and only Noah and those who



were with him in the ark kept on surviving. 24 And the waters continued overwhelming the earth a hundred and fifty days.

"Tree" Application 2—The "Kingdom of the World" "Chopped Down Tree"
Future Judgment of Revelation 11:15
(Daniel 4:20-22) “‘The tree that you beheld, that grew great and became strong and the height of which finally reached the
heavens and which was visible to all the earth, 21 and the foliage of which was fair, and the fruit of which was abundant,
and on which there was food for all; under which the beasts of the field would dwell, and on the boughs of which the
birds of the heavens would reside, 22 it is you, O king, because you have grown great and become strong, and your
grandeur has grown great and reached to the heavens, and your rulership to the extremity of the earth. 

(Daniel 4:23) “‘And because the king beheld a watcher, even a holy one, coming down from the heavens, who was also
saying: “CHOP the tree down, and RUIN it. However, LEAVE its rootstock itself in the earth, but with a banding of iron
and of copper, among the grass of the field, and with the dew of the heavens let it become wet, and with the beasts of the
field let its portion be until seven times themselves pass over it...” 

(Revelation 11:14-19) The second woe is past. Look! The third woe is coming quickly. 15 And the seventh angel blew his
trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord
and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.” 16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God
upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God, 17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the
One who is and who was, because you have taken your great power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations
became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward
to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing your name, the small and the great, and to bring to
ruin those ruining the earth.” 19 And the temple [sanctuary] of God that is in heaven was opened, and the ark of his
covenant was seen in his temple [sanctuary]. And there occurred lightnings and voices and thunders and an earthquake
and a great hail.

Two-Metal "Banding" for Two World Judgments
(Daniel 4:15-16) However, LEAVE its rootstock itself in the earth, even with a banding of iron and of copper, among the
grass of the field; and with the dew of the heavens let it be wet, and with the beast let its portion be among the vegetation
of the earth. 16 Let its heart be changed from that of mankind, and let the heart of a beast be given to it, and let seven
times pass over it. 

(Daniel 4:17) By the decree of watchers the thing is, and [by] the saying of holy ones the request is, to the intent that
people living may know that the Most High is Ruler in the kingdom of mankind and that to the one whom he wants to, he
gives it and he sets up over it even the lowliest one of mankind.” (Matt11:29; Zech9:9)

The Gentile Babylon Application
(Daniel 4:18-19) “‘This was the dream that I myself, King Nebuchadnezzar, beheld; and you yourself, O Belteshazzar, say
what the interpretation is, forasmuch as all the [other] wise men of my kingdom are unable to make known to me the
interpretation itself. But you are competent, because the spirit of holy gods is in you.’ 19 “At that time Daniel himself,
whose name is Belteshazzar, was astonished for a moment, and his very thoughts began to frighten him. “The king was
answering and saying, ‘O Belteshazzar, do not let the dream and the interpretation themselves frighten you.’
“Belteshazzar was answering and saying, ‘O my lord, may the dream [apply] to those hating you, and its interpretation to
your adversaries. 

1. Thus, Daniel gave the divine hint that this also has two applications in another final sovereign sense. 

Application 1. Daniel applied it to "gentile" Nebuchadnezzar directly in Daniel 4:20-22;

Application 2. But also to an extension of application to the "divine" God's Kingdom, "to your adversaries";

2. Ultimately God will indeed "chop down" the "Gentile Tree" of time-limited "rulership", in the future by the Kingdom Conquest of
Christ. (Rev11:15-19) But, God will preserve national humanity and peoples and animals globally, in those who will be saved.
(Rev14:6-8) All that application, is found in Daniel 4.

3. That is why the salvation message goes to "to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people", a
"rootstock" of modern humanity will be preserved through the Christ Conquest "chop down" the "gentile" "Tree" of the future.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

4. The "Tree" and "seven times" does apply to "gentile" Babylon in the dynasty of Nebuchadnezzar, but it will also have "seven times"
parallels with Jerusalem's judgment, as two judgments concluded that period, the one on Babylon and on Jerusalem. 



5. And the "Tree" which ultimately comes under Christ is a vying "rulership" prophecy symbol as Jerusalem and the Davidic line of
kings placed by God have all been integral with this sovereign drama. 

The Sovereign Applications

Thus, the "seven times" time limit applies to both entities because the sovereign dramas always co-develop and parallel.

Application 1. On the "gentile rulership" the "seven times" ends into its being "chopped down".

Application 2. On the "divine rulership" the "seven times" ends into Christ taking global rulership.

1. In 1914 Christ assumed God's Kingdom rule given by God (Rev4) to oversee (Rev5) the "seven times" of Revelation 11's "two
witnessings". 

2. The 1260 days first witnessing (1914-1918) and the future 1260 days final witnessing will conclude the "seven times" purpose of
God as the 2520 days "seven times" of Revelation 11, as connected to its first 1260 days inception in 1914-1918. (Rev10:5-7)

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

3. And the Revelation 11:2 "Holy City" is what is "trampled" 1260 more days (Rev11:1-10) to fulfill Christ's Luke 21:24 prophecy on the
anointed "Holy City" symbol. 

(Revelation 11:2-3) But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it,
because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. 3 And I will
cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.

Revelation 11 "Seven Times" 2520 days Purpose

This Revelation 11 "seven times" extension will save more lives than any "end of the world" strategy, which is just a fear-based fear
device to help control and paralyze human thinking and behavior. It is the end of the "Tree" "rulership", the "rootstock" remains, the
"midst of the earth" remains, the "birds and beasts" remain, for the "Kingdom of the World" under Jesus Christ. 

1. All of this divinely patient timing has been ticking-down to Christ assuming all global power, that is what the basic "first witnessing"
message has been in its simplest terms. 

2. Now that [apostate] Jehovah's witnesses, by foretold Governing Body disastrous apostate "governance" (Dan8:11-14; dan11:30-
35), have undermined the original "first witness" Kingdom message into a global lawless corrupted and compromised joke, a "final
witnessing" 1260 days must emerge from that final-apostate-catastrophe to integrate that "temple trampling" (Dan11:41; Dan8:13)
into the final summary of what Revelation 10:5-7 requires from God.  

But, when that 2520 days concludes in the future by means of that final witnessing 1260 days, Christ will assume eventual complete
control of planet Earth, as he saves the "rootstock" in Revelation 14 as the first Messianic Kingdom completion priority one. There are
two Kingdom events of Christ, that is why there has to be TWO witnessings. (Rev10:11; Rev11:2-3)

Desolation of the JW apostate ministry is the only solution now. (Dan8:13-14)

Three Main "Seven Times" Time Signatures
There are also three "seven times" applications in (1) seven, (2) seventy and (3) 2520 years which can be useful when studying other
prophecies and histories which follow the 607 BCE era.

1. The original "seven years" in Nebuchadnezzar's insanity phase is a seven year based "seven times";

2. After the original "seven years" in Nebuchadnezzar's insanity phase, there was also the "seventy years" his dynasty was permitted
to exist before being "chopped down" as well. (609-607 BCE -  539-537 BCE)

3. There is also the 2520 years which is still valid by applying the "gentile times" benchmark to an actual "gentile nation" which was
Babylon. Using accepted secular dates which affirm the real Babylonian benchmark timing the strange apostate-JW assumption
retained to undermine the prophecy is removed. One has to ignore the current apostate JW error, it will be 'chopped down' with their
apostasy in time. (Dan8:14)

(There are other even larger scale "seven times" applications for the Divine Deluge period of seven thousand years and four-thousand
three hundred and eighty two years which will be explained later in more detail. These three applications are what are derived from
this prophecy's fulfillments since 609 BCE.) 

Babylon Benchmark

1. In addition, Babylon's "gentile rulership" is the explicitly described APPLICATION OF THE "TREE", and the "model gentile nation"



God has benchmarked in prophecy and history and has been using the whole time.

2. That "Tree's" HISTORIC TIMINGS will have a timed symbology prophecy applicable timeframe relatable to [opposition] to God's
Kingdom. This is because the "trampling" present since 609 BCE forward, will in time lead to the "Kingdom of the World" under
Christ, whose Kingdom will indeed "take over" this entire earthly planetary life-system, and the entire world system of mankind. 

The Sovereign "Yin Yang" Principle and its Final Duality

1. And as the "gentile resistance" continues, its divinely permitted time-spans of opposition in prophecy will be what defines the timed
periods of all the prophetic marked opposition periods to God's Kingdom, they must be concurrent and related event periods. 

2. That is how timed periods related to the "Tree" rulership-drama, at time to the "Tree" itself, relates to God's Kingdom opposition
phases, as this duality of opposition to the divine will has periods of explicit prophecy fulfillment which is leading to God's Kingdom
eventual triumph, also along a final duality of fulfillment in the future. 

A. As the 1260 days of "wildbeast authority" eventually completes and goes "official" in world government as defined in Daniel 12:11's
final 1290 days, that "seven times" will be all that is permitted for world government in prophecy marked manner of the future. 

B. At the same time, the 1260 days "final witnessing" must be giving a complete warning and announcement that that "seven times" is
also Christ "week of open salvation" being made fully real coming Daniel 12:11 time.

3. Yet, in the "Kingdom of the World" final "World Tree" in Christ's rulership over earth and all creation, all humans who have existed for
the most part since Eden's timeframe, will be under God's Kingdom by means of Christ's rule in the Messianic Kingdom. (Rev21-22)

4. One "seven times" application is duality in that timeframe of the conquest of Babylon over Jerusalem, as they both had their "seven
times" fulfilled. And one "seven times" application extends from the "gentile times" Babylonian benchmark of known history of
Babylon's ascension in the 609 BCE to 605 BCE timeframe.

5. Today's initial "gentile resistance" is from Jehovah's witnesses as known apostates. They will continue to be be controlled
(Dan11:32a) to aid the discrediting invalidity impression of this prophecy for a little while longer. Jehovah's witnesses prophecy-
marked apostasy (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35) is part of their own prophecy-required "set in opposition" stumbling work (Dan11:32-
35) for the Governing Body they follow. 

6. That WTBTS corporate-farce "religion" leadership and its Governing Body are clearly the modern Anti-Christian JW-collective "Man
of Lawlessness" in its JW Version "Evil Slave" mastery over Jehovah's witnesses. 

7. Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment time will only tell how God will work out this desolation and timing on the JW apostate ministry and
corrupted organization. But it's context is being setup by apostate Jehovah's witnesses themselves, as their own "end of the world"
dreadful fantasy shall become the context of their own global epic downfall for apostasy, not because any "end of the world" is actually
imminent, except for the JW world of this final apostasy.

Seven Years and Seventy Years "Seven Times" Meanings
The First "Seven Times" Application to Nebuchadnezzar

(Daniel 4:24-25) this is the interpretation, O king, and the decree of the Most High is that which must befall my lord the
king. 25 And you they will be driving away from men, and with the beasts of the field your dwelling will come to be, and
the vegetation is what they will give even to you to eat just like bulls; and with the dew of the heavens you yourself will be
getting wet, and seven times themselves will pass over you, until you know that the Most High is Ruler in the kingdom of
mankind, and that to the one whom he wants to he gives it. 

(Daniel 4:26-28) “‘And because they said to leave the rootstock of the tree, your kingdom will be sure to you after you
know that the heavens are ruling. 27 Therefore, O king, may my counsel seem good to you, and remove your own sins by
righteousness, and your iniquity by showing mercy to the poor ones. Maybe there will occur a lengthening of your
prosperity.’” 28 All this befell Nebuchadnezzar the king. 

(Daniel 4:29-33) At the end of twelve lunar months he happened to be walking upon the royal palace of Babylon. 30 The
king was answering and saying: “Is not this Babylon the Great, that I myself have built for the royal house with the
strength of my might and for the dignity of my majesty?” 31 While the word was yet in the king’s mouth, there was a voice
that fell from the heavens: “To you it is being said, O Nebuchadnezzar the king, ‘The kingdom itself has gone away from
you, 32 and from mankind they are driving even you away, and with the beasts of the field your dwelling will be.
Vegetation they will give even to you to eat just like bulls, and seven times themselves will pass over you, until you know
that the Most High is Ruler in the kingdom of mankind, and that to the one whom he wants to he gives it.’” 33 At that
moment the word itself was fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar, and from mankind he was being driven away, and vegetation
he began to eat just like bulls, and with the dew of the heavens his own body got to be wet, until his very hair grew long
just like eagles’ [feathers] and his nails like birds’ [claws]. 

(Daniel 4:34-37) “And at the end of the days I, Nebuchadnezzar, lifted up to the heavens my eyes, and my own
understanding began to return to me; and I blessed the Most High himself, and the One living to time indefinite I praised
and glorified, because his rulership is a rulership to time indefinite and his kingdom is for generation after generation.
35 And all the inhabitants of the earth are being considered as merely nothing, and he is doing according to his own will



among the army of the heavens and the inhabitants of the earth. And there exists no one that can check his hand or that
can say to him, ‘What have you been doing?’ 36 “At the same time my understanding itself began to return to me, and for
the dignity of my kingdom my majesty and my brightness themselves began to return to me; and for me even my high
royal officers and my grandees began eagerly searching, and I was reestablished upon my own kingdom, and greatness
extraordinary was added to me. 37 “Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, am praising and exalting and glorifying the King of the
heavens, because all his works are truth and his ways are justice, and because those who are walking in pride he is able
to humiliate.”

There are also two applications to (1) King Nebuchadnezzar personally in the [seven years] "seven times", and (2) to his [seventy year]
"seven times" dynasty of Babylonian gentile kings which continued after him for a total of seventy years including King
Nebuchadnezzar's ascension and rule from 609 BCE to 539 BCE.

1. The first "seven times" is a seven year period of temporary insanity, from which period Nebuchadnezzar was humbled and restored
to his preserved kingdom of Babylon.

2. That illustrates the purpose of the divine "humbling" judgment action of all the "seven times" objectives, to fully demonstrate whose
sovereignty truly is in power in God Almighty, in His own timing for the benefit of the global education of all humanity to come under
Christ's rule in the future, and for some now.

3. It also demonstrates there is no "end of the world" or "destruction of the nations" like some deluded religions and individuals, such
as Jehovah's witnesses claim in error. 

A. It shows the nations will also have "their kingdom" "of the world" preserved for all humanity in the "your kingdom will be sure to you
after you know that the heavens are ruling" promise to "the gentile".

4. And in the huge global context of the truly comprehensive nature of Daniel's 4's "Tree in the Midst of the Earth" symbology, both the
post Edenic world to the flood of Noah's day "chop the tree down", and the post Genesis 10 ancient to modern world to come forth
from that judgment for the final "chop the tree down" Christ world judgment of the future, will all be "preserved" "rootstock" as under
Christ's "Kingdom of the World" physical domain rulership of the coming restoration into eternal perfection.

5. As far as the "seven times" that also "trample" the divine kingly "holy city" entity, it is also "humbled" as was Israel, as are also the
"two witnesses" who are "dressed in sackcloth" due to these "bittersweet" event parallels. (Rev10:5-11; Rev11:3)

The Second "Seven Times" Application to Nebuchadnezzar's Seventy Year Long Babylon King
Dynasty

1. But Babylon's Nebuchadnezzar based "gentile" dynasty was also completely destroyed after King Nebuchadnezzar had died. That
Babylon empire under Nebuchadnezzar's dynasty only lasted seventy years as another "seven times" principle, in that 609-539 BCE
timeframe. 

A. But, as God's "anointed" in a special reality and principle Cyrus and Medo-Persia was who broke that "seven times" by "felling" the
Babylon Gentile "Tree" for then a "God anointed King" to be enthroned as foretold. 

B. That was all for a prophetic effect of that "seven times" ending into an "anointed of God" "Divine-King" entity deposing the "gentile"
and emancipating the divine nation to form an illustration of what Christ shall do in the future as the "King of kings".

(Isaiah 45:1-4) This is what Jehovah has said to his anointed one, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have taken hold of, to
subdue before him nations, so that I may ungird even the hips of kings; to open before him the two-leaved doors, so that
even the gates will not be shut: 2 “Before you I myself shall go, and the swells of land I shall straighten out. The copper
doors I shall break in pieces, and the iron bars I shall cut down. 3 And I will give you the treasures in the darkness and the
hidden treasures in the concealment places, in order that you may know that I am Jehovah, the One calling [you] by your
name, the God of Israel. 4 For the sake of my servant Jacob and of Israel my chosen one, I even proceeded to call you by
your name; I proceeded to give you a name of honor, although you did not know me. 

2. This is why the 537 BCE Divine Date by the emancipation decree for Israel by anointed Cyrus the Great, is still the divine basis of
the 607 BCE assured "seventy year" "seven times" basis and the longer range 2520 year "seven times" basis by the action marked
by one God anointed King. 

A. Even if Cyrus was just a surrogated principle "anointed king" as far as the lineage of Israel and the Davidic Kingdom Covenant, it
was to demonstrate the prophecy meaning as also a symbol of Jesus Christ, the final "Babylon Conqueror and Liberator" of all the
nations in the future. (Rev14)

3. In the larger overall "seven times", Israel's divine line of kings remained inactive and "trampled" for 2520 years.

National Preservation Symbology

(Daniel 4:24,25b,26) this is the interpretation, O king, and the decree of the Most High is that which must befall my lord the
king. 25 ... and seven times themselves will pass over you, until you know that the Most High is Ruler in the kingdom of
mankind, and that to the one whom he wants to he gives it. 26 And because they said to leave the rootstock of the tree,
your kingdom will be sure to you after you know that the heavens are ruling. 

1. That shows, in a promise of God, that the current "gentile" nations will be preserved "sure to you", even as their human rulership will



be "chopped down" and removed. As in Daniel 7:12's "their rulerships were taken away" in World Government and in national
rulerships, they are NOT destroyed as nations as explicitly stated here. 

(Daniel 7:11-12) I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was
speaking; I kept on beholding until the (world government; Dan7:23-26) beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it
was given to the burning fire. (Rev19:19-21) 12 But as for the rest of the beasts (the nations), their rulerships were taken
away, and there was a lengthening in life given to them for a time (to Christ's conquest) and a season. (under Messianic
Kingdom authority)

2. Thus, for the nations of the "Kingdom of the World" today and into the future, that "kingdom" is preserved "sure to them" by a
"lengthening of life". That means it will not be the total destruction of any nation or all the nations of Earth. It too, is for a humbling effect
and preservation-deliverance objective as well. 

3. But as shown King Nebuchadnezzar from his own mouth in Daniel 4:10-17 "let its heart be changed from that of mankind, and let
the heart of a beast be given to it" is how Daniel 7 describes these now permitted human kingdoms. 

A. That nature of "wildbeast"-like war and predation will be changed by Christ as "Prince of Peace".

(Micah 4:1-4) And it must occur in the final part of the days [that] the mountain of the house of Jehovah will become firmly
established above the top of the mountains, and it will certainly be lifted up above the hills; and to it peoples must stream.
2 And many nations will certainly go and say: “Come, you people, and let us go up to the mountain of Jehovah and to the
house of the God of Jacob; and he will instruct us about his ways, and we will walk in his paths.” For out of Zion law will
go forth, and the word of Jehovah out of Jerusalem. 3 And he will certainly render judgment among many peoples, and
set matters straight respecting mighty nations far away. And they will have to beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning shears. They will not lift up sword, nation against nation, neither will they learn war anymore. 4 And
they will actually sit, each one under his vine and under his fig tree, and there will be no one making [them] tremble; for
the very mouth of Jehovah of armies has spoken [it].

4. But as Babylon was destroyed as a ruling system by Cyrus the Great and Medo-Persia to end Babylon's permitted and timed
"seventy years" "seven times" allowance, it led to more "gentile" rule as physical Israel never had another ruling king in the Davidic line
in the manner of Adamic human origin ever again. 

A. Thus, the 2520 years "seven times" continued.

5. But by this "seventy year" "seven times" paralleled inter-relationship with intrigues in opposition to the "divine king" lineage, while
one system is active as in Babylon's, it still had a "seven times" principle in the "seventy year" timeframe which paralleled the
"trampled" inactivity of the "divine king" line of Judea. 

A. Thus, as the "seven times" run on both entities "gentile" and divine, one is active while the other is "trampled" as a parallel "seven
times" principle prophetic application.

Note: There are other "seven times" principles in the history of the "divine nation" which would support these
meanings, but this is the central "seven times" framework which apostate Jehovah's witnesses are now trying
to "trample" to buried meaninglessness, so it must be defended as is the first "witnessing" of the foundational
understandings to come from that marked 1914-1918 period. The errors God has permitted are instead setting
up the ultimate Revelation 10:5-7 Complete Prophecy Summary of the future final "witnessing" 1260 days
meaning, and every prophecy detail now being undermined by apostate JWs must be revisited and rectified to
a final "little scroll" message anyone could understand the basic meaning of. (Rev10:11)

Because the original 1260 days "first witness" pattern is valid and is based on the same "world crisis to world
government" pattern as in WW1 resolving into the "League of Nations" first step of four to world government
of the future, the 1260 days "final witnessing" will replicate and repeat the exact same "world crisis to world
government" pattern. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8) But in the final world pattern-cycle of the future, that cyclic prophecy
and pattern will complete into the final and complete "8th King" "King North" World Government, and its stated
global rulership, to trigger the Christ Arrival. (Rev17:8-17)

Thus, the "final witnessing" could not be explained without the help of the valid portions of the "first
witnessing" of 1914-1918. And the apostate errors in relation to undermining the "first witnessing" validity, will
also be rectified with the temple judgment (Dan8:13-14; Rev8) to eventually lead to the future "final witnessing"
1260 days. This is because the APOSTASY and allied "riding the wildbeast" principle originally demonstrated
in apostate Christendom, has now been "one upped" by UN NGO Jehovah's witnesses (Dan8:11-13) and thus
this final signal apostasy (Dan11:32a) in JW defection and its principle is now also repeating for the final
fulfillment cycle of the future.

1914: 2520 Years as "Seven Times" Ends as 2520 Days as "Seven Times" Begins

1. Thus, when Christ did assume the God's Kingdom throne by God's special appointment, it is a principle of the "seven times" as
2520 years ending, for now there is a "divine king" in the Davidic lineage basis now enthroned. 

A. But, that only ended the "seven times" in 2520 Years with a prophetic basis, but from more prophecy understanding we now know
1914 only began the "seven times" of the 2520 Days of Revelation 11 in the first 1260 days of 1914-1918.



2. In addition, Christ could not "conquer Earth" yet because God's Kingdom is not the "Kingdom of David" prophetic Daniel 4 and
Luke 21:24 gentile-trampling-target (Rev12:6,14) which Christ heads as future Messianic Kingdom "King of kings" for direct rulership
of this universe and Earth, replacing the demon "heavens" (Eph6:12), and the current "gentile" rulership of Earth permanently.

3. The Messianic Kingdom is yet to complete, the full anointing is yet to complete and the affirmation final sealing and its future
completion, by carrying out the final 1260 days final "Kingdom Mission", is also yet to complete. 

A. Of course, apostate Jehovah's witnesses will not reveal this truth and meaning and they have been too busy waiting "for the world to
end tomorrow" for now decades of that folly. (2Thess2:1-2)

Two Witnessings: 1914-1918 1260 days, Future 1260 Days

1. That is also why there are TWO "witnessing" periods of 1260 days required to complete Revelation 11 as both "witnesses"
combine in the end to form the 2520 Days "seven times" final allowance of Revelation 11:2 "trampling" (Luke21:24) as the final "seven
times" to expire prior to Christ's arrival upon "two witnesses" of Kingdom proclamations, past and future.

2. Thus, there are also TWO "witness" Kingdom witnessing periods (Rev10:11; Rev11:3) because there are TWO Kingdoms to make
sovereign announcements concerning: God's Kingdom (past, 1914-1918) and Christ's Messianic Kingdom (future). 

Witness 1. In 1914-1918's "first witnessing" of 1260 days (by the Bible Students, not "Jehovah's witnesses" as a religious label) it
became known as representing God's Kingdom events of Revelation 4-5 in 1914-1919 overall.

Witness 2. But as the final 1260 days emerges in the future it must make the Messianic Kingdom and Temple completion
announcement which also provides the final anointed affirmation sealing context to then complete the anointed "body" of the Kingdom,
the Temple, the "Holy City" and the "Bride". God completes the actuality of those spiritual entities by the final enthronement of Christ
as "King of kings" "King-Priest" of the Messianic Kingdom and the Divine Spiritual Temple.

3. By those central Kingdom and Temple completions, everything else pictured in prophecy in relation to this Kingdom and Temple,
like the "Holy City" and the "Bride" will also be complete concurrently. Then the global earthly-sheep salvation will also complete under
this immortal divine power. (Rev14:6-8,14-16)

4. The absolute final action for this period by Christ and the Messianic Kingdom is to "chop the tree down" by world government
conquest and the abyssing of Satan and the demons to remove that expired Earthly rulership structure from over Earth indefinitely.
(Rev11:15-19; Rev19:11-21; Rev20:1-3) 

A. The "seven times" divinely permitted former "trampling" since back in the time of Babylon will be completed in all its prophetic
forms of meaning.

5. 1914 also has the initial "first witnessing" 1260 days proof verification from 1914-1918 which is independent of the 607 BCE based
"seven times" chronology, though related to it is final meaning.

Main Sevens Times Applications

Main Seven Times Applications 
Seven Times 
Original Basis Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe

"Seven Times" Kingdom of the
World1

Noachian
World Sin/Flood Genesis 6-7 4004-2348

BCE*

"Seven Times" Kingdom of the
World2 Modern World Future Conquest Revelation 11:15-19

World Basis Overall Time Limit 

2520 Years Divine Kings
"Trampled"

Gentile
Rivalry

Gentile Times 607
BCE Daniel 4 607 BCE-1914

CE
Prophecy Basis 

Seventy Years Gentile Babylon Gentile Babylon
Cessation Jeremiah 25:12 609-539 BCE

Seventy Years Sovereignty Jerusalem Kingly "Trampling" Luke 21:24 607-537 BCE

Seventy Years Temple
Destroyed/Rebuilt Jerusalem Temple "Trampling" Zechariah 6:9-

15 586-516 BCE

Revelation 11 Final Time Limit 

2520 Days "Seven Times" Holy City Two Witnessings Revelation 11:2 1914-
1918/Future

Christ Covenant 

Seven Years Christ Ministry Global Christ Christ Completes
Ministry

Revelation 14:6-
7 Future

Notes 
There is a "seven times" multi-application "cushion" which allowed all of God's "seventy years" judgment criteria to complete. [3]
Christ 'Eternal Father' [Last Adam] Recovers "Tree" in Regeneration Rule as the Global "12 Tribes"; Matthew 19:28



Christ Bride Implied 'Eternal Mother' [Last Eve] Aids Recovery of "Kingdom of the World" "Tree"; Isaiah 54 
Revelation 21-22 
* Approximate Dating 
Dating shown is within accepted variance of calendar dating issues. 
Dating shown harmonizes with accepted global Biblical chronologies and "gentile" history.
Dating shown rectifies and removes erred JW fantasy dating issues which affect in error all pre 537 BCE dates in JW research. [1]

See Tables [5] and [6] below, for complete seven times relationships to other divine sovereign prophecies.

The Multi-Millennial "Seven Times" Application of 2520
Years to All Rival "Gentile" Rulership of Earth
How Daniel 4 "Tree" has a Global Finality
The original city of Babel was not Babylonian-based as it became dominated by the Babylonians later. The original Babel was
comprised of the "seventy nations" [2] of Genesis 10 to some degree, as Babylon's roots where there, as were all the original nations
after the flood:

(Genesis 10:1) And this is the history of Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham and Japheth. Now sons began to be born to them after
the deluge. 

(Genesis 10:2-5) The sons of Japheth were Gomer and Magog and Madai and Javan and Tubal and Meshech and Tiras.
3 And the sons of Gomer were Ashkenaz and Riphath and Togarmah. 4 And the sons of Javan were Elishah and
Tarshish, Kittim and Dodanim. 5 From these the population of the isles of the nations was spread about in their lands,
each according to its tongue, according to their families, by their nations.

(Genesis 10:6-9) And the sons of Ham were Cush and Mizraim and Put and Canaan. 7 And the sons of Cush were Seba
and Havilah and Sabtah and Raamah and Sabteca. And the sons of Raamah were Sheba and Dedan. 8 And Cush became
father to Nimrod. He made the start in becoming a mighty one in the earth. 9 He displayed himself a mighty hunter in
opposition to Jehovah. That is why there is a saying: “Just like Nimrod a mighty hunter in opposition to Jehovah.” 

(Genesis 10:10-21) And the beginning of his kingdom came to be Babel and Erech and Accad and Calneh, in the land of
Shinar. 11 Out of that land he went forth into Assyria and set himself to building Nineveh and Rehoboth-Ir and Calah
12 and Resen between Nineveh and Calah: this is the great city. 13 And Mizraim became father to Ludim and Anamim and
Lehabim and Naphtuhim 14 and Pathrusim and Casluhim (from among whom the Philistines went forth) and Caphtorim.
15 And Canaan became father to Sidon his firstborn and Heth 16 and the Jebusite and the Amorite and the Girgashite
17 and the Hivite and the Arkite and the Sinite 18 and the Arvadite and the Zemarite and the Hamathite; and afterward the
families of the Canaanite were scattered. 19 So the boundary of the Canaanite came to be from Sidon as far as Gerar, near
Gaza, as far as Sodom and Gomorrah and Admah and Zeboiim, near Lasha. 20 These were the sons of Ham according to
their families, according to their tongues, in their lands, by their nations. 21 And to Shem, the forefather of all the sons of
Eber, the brother of Japheth the oldest, there was also progeny born.

(Genesis 10:22-32) The sons of Shem were Elam and Asshur and Arpachshad and Lud and Aram. 23 And the sons of
Aram were Uz and Hul and Gether and Mash. 24 And Arpachshad (Shemitic root of Chaldeans) became father to Shelah,
and Shelah became father to Eber (Shemitic root of Israel). 25 And to Eber there were two sons born. The name of the one
was Peleg, because in his days the earth was divided; and the name of his brother was Joktan. 26 And Joktan became
father to Almodad and Sheleph and Hazarmaveth and Jerah 27 and Hadoram and Uzal and Diklah 28 and Obal and
Abimael and Sheba 29 and Ophir and Havilah and Jobab; all these were the sons of Joktan. 30 And their place of dwelling
came to extend from Mesha as far as Sephar, the mountainous region of the East. 31 These were the sons of Shem
according to their families, according to their tongues, in their lands, according to their nations. 32 These were the
families of the sons of Noah according to their family descents, by their nations, and from these the nations were spread
about in the earth after the deluge.

See Genesis 10 Seventy Nations Table [2]

First World Government Attempt Aborted and Scattered Globally
1. Babel was the first seat of attempted World Government in Genesis 11 in Hamitic/Cushite Nimrod and the "Tower of Babel" project:

(Genesis 11:1-4) Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 2 And it came about that in
their journeying eastward they eventually discovered a valley plain in the land of Shinar, and they took up dwelling there.
3 And they began to say, each one to the other: “Come on! Let us make bricks and bake them with a burning process.”
So brick served as stone for them, but bitumen served as mortar for them. 4 They now said: “Come on! Let us build
ourselves a city and also a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, for fear we
may be scattered over all the surface of the earth.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylon
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(Genesis 11:5-6) And Jehovah proceeded to go down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 6 After
that Jehovah said: “Look! They are one people and there is one language for them all, and this is what they start to do.
Why, now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be unattainable for them. 

(Genesis 11:7-9) Come now! Let us go down and there confuse their language that they may not listen to one another’s
language.” 8 Accordingly Jehovah scattered them from there over all the surface of the earth, and they gradually left off
building the city. 9 That is why its name was called Babel, because there Jehovah had confused the language of all the
earth, and Jehovah had scattered them from there over all the surface of the earth.

2. That is why the global foundational City of Babel later connection to Babylon in the time of Nebuchadnezzar has a greater global
meaning of all the gentile nations due to its original historic basis and world government objective. 

A. What it means is, from the post-deluge beginning there has been a clearly stated and recorded sovereign opposition to God's
purpose.

3. That is why Daniel 4's "Tree" ["gentile" rulership meaning] has a global history, reality, and application and why God purposed
Babylon by name, origin, and nation to be the benchmark "gentile" symbol nation for the rest of the prophecies as God allowed
Babylon to dominate Israel, subjugate its final kings, and destroy the city of Jerusalem and the first Temple. 

4. Daniel 4 being the largest timed framework of all the prophecies is therefore the overall framework, meaning, and purpose all the
other structured prophecies relate and synchronize with in their own "appointed times".

5. It is also why there are more than one "appointed times" in relation to the expiring time permission of global rulership whether
national or as globalized world government, it is all from the same "Babel" root development after the Divine Deluge.

6. Thus, it is no accident it is the first structured and timed prophecy basis to underpin the "first witnessing" 1260 days period
notification which 1260 days formed a secondary benchmark for the importance of the 1914 CE events and "message".

Rival "Gentile" World Government National Basis Continues
1. Genesis 10 "seventy nations" and the Babel sovereign history is also the basis of the Revelation 13 "seven headed" "wildbeast"
"from the sea" of mankind, as all those "seven heads" are known human national entities which derive from ancient Babel:

(Revelation 13:1-2) And I saw a wild beast ascending out of the sea, with ten horns and seven heads, and upon its horns
ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names. 2 Now the wild beast that I saw was like a leopard, but its feet were
as those of a bear, and its mouth was as a lion’s mouth. And the dragon gave to [the beast] its power and its throne and
great authority.

2. That is why the leopard, lion and bear symbology of the Revelation 13 "wildbeast" symbol are also present in the previous three
beasts of Daniel 7's four beast prophecy, which also derive from Genesis 10 and Babel:

(Daniel 7:2-4) “I happened to be beholding in my visions during the night, and, see there! the four winds of the heavens
were stirring up the vast sea. 3 And four huge beasts were coming up out of the sea, each one being different from the
others. 4 “The first one was like a lion, and it had the wings of an eagle. I kept on beholding until its wings were plucked
out, and it was lifted up from the earth and was made to stand up on two feet just like a man, and there was given to it the
heart of a man. 

(Daniel 7:5) “And, see there! another beast, a second one, it being like a bear. And on one side it was raised up, and there
were three ribs in its mouth between its teeth; and this is what they were saying to it, ‘Get up, eat much flesh.’ 

(Daniel 7:6) “After this I kept on beholding, and, see there! another [beast], one like a leopard, but it had four wings of a
flying creature on its back. And the beast had four heads, and there was given to it rulership indeed.

3. As shown earlier the fourth beast has two visionary description because it applied to the Roman Empire system (Dan7:7-8) and the
World Government System of the future (Dan7:23-26) as based on the known Roman governmental and societal fundamental basis
as extended through the Anglo-American national-systems.

4. This is why the Daniel 2 first fully structured sovereign prophecy of God uses the benchmark of Babylon "head of Gold". The
Babylon rival-sovereign "gentile" symbology in Bible prophecy has global application back in time to Babel, as well as forward in time
to world government. 

A. It also has the sovereign rival purpose identified early for the world government objective and its "harlot" Babel-based "religious"
counterpart, all within the "Babylon" symbology in prophecy. 

5. "Religion" is what was also continued from its Babel origins and on to Babylon and its form of organizational methods such as the
roots of the religious-corporatism governmentally defined identity. 

6. In time, this governmental legal process was fully codified (in secular terms) by the legal-engineering processes inherited from
Rome (from Babel) in the Catholic Papal system for the western world basis of government which corporately identifies and legally
defines these religious entities in secular worldly terms by means of its governments. (Alexander Hislop fully describes this process in
his The Two Babylons book) 

www.ldolphin.org/PDFs/The_Two_Babylons-Alexander_Hislop.pdf


7. That is how "religions" begin as nothing more than "self-appointed" entities, with a counterfeit Satanic "god" hidden under various
"divine terms" and even grafted underneath the "historic Christianity" basis of metaphysics and "holy days". 

A. That is why corporate religions always end up carrying out the governmental agenda of the state which prostitutes them, their very
basis is a falsehood and "religion" is of Babel origin. 

B. There is no such thing as the "true religion", they all make that same claim to aid their profit mill. That myth was how today's
apostate JWs fell under Babel "Governing Body" and corporatized control into massive signal apostate judgment and rejection.
(Dan8:11-14)

8. Religions begin as man-made and "gentile" government-defined corporate bodies just as in Babel of old. Even "non-gentile" but
apostate Israel showed this trait towards "legalized" corporate control and illegal governmental alliances from where they drew their
actual support, as with Rome in the time of Christ.

A. Then they all used some sort of impressive edifice, fancy wardrobes, various idols, and other props for their credibility effect. And
even of Israel's Temple was a divine originated structure, it still ended up housing idols and illegal cabals of men claiming divine
authority even after they went fully apostate.

9. That religious corporation is managed by a corporate-placed "board of directors" based group of corporately-appointed or self-
appointed men in a "governing body" type of managerial body. 

A. The "board of directors" term is secularly and "worldly" associated, so these adept spiritual con-corporations of the ages like to
apply "holier than thou" high-falutin terms, like "Governing Body" and "Papacy", to help disguise their own self aggrandizement and
power-seeking schemes. (2Thess2:1-4) But, apostasy has always been the eventual guaranteed end result, and the record speaks for
itself.

B. But then again, how can profiteering by use of the name of God ever turn out well? Think about it. It is a con only the people accept,
God never has had a thing to do with this counterfeit "god" system.

10. This corporate defined religion and its various managerial cabals having nothing to do with God Almighty, for its "god" is itself and
its own self-created and governmentally defined corporatism which it uses to exercise temporary physical rule, by fraud spiritual
means, in this fallen physical world. (Rev17:18) 

A. This is how the "Babylon"-based [religious] "harlot" can be governmentally protected in operation and profiteering as payment in
exchange for services in spiritual politics and corruptions which serve the rival sovereign system. This is religious history and has
gone on for centuries in this spiritual confidence game relationship between "gentile" government and corporate-religion by means of
its well-designed and background hidden corporate matrix.

B. For example, this background corporate administrative secrecy is exactly why Jehovah's witnesses have no idea of the magnitude
in tens of billions of dollars their money has led to in WTBTS's assets in real-estate, investments, hedges and other "riches" in their
own complex corporate labyrinth of spiritual harlotry. As shown in religious history, they too have devolved into apostate dupes.

11. Today, we have the "organized" apostate development which now "governs" Jehovah's witnesses by means of the same defector
and infiltrated Babel corporate model and its same fraudulent corporate-defined and appointed "Governing Body". 

A. That "Governing Body of Jehovah's Witnesses" is the central cell and locus of apostasy management (Dan11:32a) as the trusted
"talking heads", just as conveniently disguised as any of its forefather "harlots" of the past. 

12. As further proof, the lawless nature of the corporate "harlot" proceeds and expands along with its "purse" of multi-billions in stolen
monies and assets which Jehovah's witnesses have fed voluntarily to their own "harlot" "mother organization". 

13. Further, the JW "harlot" [must] align with her Master Wildbeast System, so Jehovah's witnesses "ride the wildbeast" in their
WTBTS legalized UN NGO global-co-promotional "saddle" in full global view (Dan11:31b; Matt24:15; Dan8:13), as seen now prior to
their coming epic judgment downfall of the future. A downfall scenario their Governing Body has designed by use of hi-jacked
prophecy rearranged to fit the cultured expectation.

The World Government "Dream" Continues Past Genesis 11's Time Period of
Delay
1. This Biblical history of the post deluge nations is also the same multi-national origin of the Psalm 2 "empty thing", and the
Revelation 17 "one thought", as the same objective of the Daniel 11:27 one "lie", and the "one table" of attempting to spread national
empire rule to global governance scale and eventual completion. 

(Psalm 2:1-2) Why have the nations been in tumult And the national groups themselves kept muttering an empty thing?
(world government)  2 The kings of earth take their stand And high officials themselves have massed together as one (into
world government) against Jehovah and against his anointed one...

2. Thus whether a "King South" Nationalist Political Governmental Body or a "King North" Globalist International Political and
Corporate Conglomerator Body, the driving goal of more global power and the deceptions used to expand remains the same:

(Daniel 11:27) And as regards these two kings (national-system and globalist-system), their heart will be inclined to doing
what is bad, and at one table a lie is what they will keep speaking. But nothing (national-based)  will succeed, because



[the] end is yet for the time appointed. (of world government success as foretold in Daniel 11:36 as "King North" Globalist
System "must certainly prove successful" all the way to the end)

3. Thus, as the "7th King" (King South) nationalism-based system falls and the "8th King" (King North) globalism-based system "rises"
into global World Government "ascension" in the future, it will all climax in that "time appointed" completion, in every prophetic timing
also coming to completion in exact divinely known form:

(Revelation 17:13,17) These have one thought (sovereign expansion, world rulership), and so they give their (national-system)
power and authority to the wild beast. (world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even
to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (global-national-system) kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God
will have been accomplished. 

4. Until that time of Revelation 17:12's "one hour" of official world government rule, as the final global-cycle runs its full course in the
future over several more years, no nation alone or in a partial bloc of nations (like the USSR or EU systems), was going to be able to
"rule the world" as already foretold by God. 

(Daniel 11:27b) But nothing (partial national-based) will succeed, because [the] end is yet for the time appointed.

5. Thus, even a bloc of nations in a partial conglomeration of semi-unified multi-national power was also not going to be able to "rule
the world" as the USSR is an example of that failed partial national-conglomerate attempt. 

A. The USSR is a "King South" multi-national attempt at its own world order, which did not succeed. 

6. But the "King South" bloc of "7th King" national power allies are also not going to be able to "rule the world", something else must
form that actuality in [all the nations] "massed together as one", world government.

The Permitted Success of "King North" World Government
1. The "time appointed" is permitted and required by God. This is because a "united nations" globalized unification of all the nations
under one global "gentile" sovereign system of world government is what will be permitted to succeed at global rulership, but for a very
brief symbolic "one hour" time period. (Rev17:12; Dan12:11)

(Revelation 17:12) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as ("8th King" "King North" world government) kings one hour with the wild beast. 

2. That is why the "King South" "7th King" national system falls (in the future) and is superceded by the "8th King" "King North" World
Government finality as a totally globalization-complete "united nations" basis of world government actual formation based on all the
nations, in the future. 

3. It is also how this "King North" "the king" World Government will succeed as in Daniel 11:36. 

(Daniel 11:36) “And the king (King North world government in-progress) will actually do according to his own will, and he will
exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And
[King North] will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided
upon must be done.

The "Time of the End" of the "Last Days"
1. That is how this world government foretold future success will be why the "the end" is connected with the "appointed time" of this
final rival sovereign system in that Daniel 11:27 "because [the] end is yet for the time appointed".

2. Thus, the "yet for the time appointed" of Daniel 11:27b is the world government allowance for final success in the future, but
temporary. 

3. And because it is a divine timing framework it will be permitted and what can be known about will be understandable because such
knowledge can aid human salvation. The time of the "appointed time of the end" is the "final part of the denunciation" as the divinely
appointed time "[the] denunciation will have come to a finish":

(Daniel 8:19) And he went on to say: “Here I am causing you to know what will occur in the final part of the denunciation,
because it is for the appointed time of [the] end.

(Daniel 11:36) And [King North] will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because
the thing decided upon must be done.

4. That is how we know the ultimate purpose of the timed prophecies of Daniel 8:14>>Daniel12:7>>Daniel 12:11 will be to countdown
the purposed periods as their indications compound over time, as it all converges to both world government and the Christ arrival for
his sheep gathering mission as first priority. 

5. Thus, the JW apostate purpose from God's permission (2Thess2:11-12) will form the first verifiable timing in Daniel 8:14 as their
apostasy is "chopped down" to mark the START (1Pet4:17) of this "time of the end" cycle. It is the "time of the end" of the "last days"
as unique and specifically marked in Daniel's prophecy.



The "Time of the End" Period Prophecy Term Unique to Only Daniel's Prophecy

1. Thus, as the JW apostasy is first foretold in Daniel 8:11-14 (Dan11:30-35), it is connected to the "time of the end" inception in
Daniel 8 when that judgment begins as the relatedness of the opposing sovereign development is integrally nested in the JW
apostasy and their "catch sight of the disgusting thing standing in a holy place" Signal UN NGO and its Divine Judgment Curse.
(Dan8:13; Matt24:15; Dan11:31b)

(Daniel 8:17) So he came beside where I was standing, but when he came I got terrified so that I fell upon my face. And he
proceeded to say to me: “Understand, O son of man, that the vision is for the time of [the] end.

2. And the JW temple judgment for apostasy will be connected to the "final part of the denunciation" cycle, as shown in this continued
context in the Daniel 8 prophecy.

(Daniel 8:19) And he went on to say: “Here I am causing you to know what will occur in the final part of the denunciation,
because it is for the appointed time of [the] end.

3. And as shown it was going to take time since the 1914 WW1 first global cycle began this modern "King South" Nation-State
System versus "King North" Globalization System development to reach the true "time of the end" by the permission of successful
"King North" World Government System, not partial national-alliance systems which lead to that finality.

(Daniel 11:27) “And as regards these two kings, their heart will be inclined to doing what is bad, and at one table a lie is
what they will keep speaking. But nothing will succeed, because [the] end is yet for the time appointed.

4. And now the Jehovah's witnesses stumbling work must climax and conclude with the temple judgment events and timing of Daniel
8:14 of the future, as that is the "time appointed" to end the divine permission of their organized global-stumbling campaign, which
the JW apostasy causes, signals, and supports.

(Daniel 11:35) And some of those having insight will be made to stumble, in order to do a refining work because of them
and to do a cleansing and to do a whitening, until the time of [the] end; because it is yet for the time appointed. (Dan8:14)

5. Though "King North" Globalism System has been "pushing" on "King South" national systems globally for some time now, it is the
final future Daniel 11:42-43 events which the above culminates into in a final "push". 

A. The "King North" Globalism System has been "pushing" on "King South" national systems globally for some time now to undermine
their actual national-sovereignty first by massive debt and controlled dependency on their global central banking and global monetary
management systems. That now massive global financial system is supra-national as designed and guided by "King North" [privately]
owned and controlled massive global corporate systems.

B. Thus, it is the future which will climax this prophecy and hold the final "King North" "push" global-events that will topple the "King
South" "7th King" nation-state governmental systems for the eventual Daniel 11:42-43 goal.

(Daniel 11:40) “And in the time of [the] end the king of the south will engage with him in a pushing, and against him the
king of the north will storm with chariots and with horsemen and with many ships; and he will certainly enter into the
lands and flood over and pass through. 

6. But, as we move along, the comprehensive truth of prophecy converging with the background well-hidden global governance
methods, record and evidence, will become known. 

A. That will be aided by God, especially after Apostate JWs are also toppled in Daniel 11:41-43's global crisis context as Daniel
11:41 (Dan8:13-14) as the latest signal apostasy.

(Daniel 12:4) “And as for you, O Daniel, make secret the words and seal up the book, until the time of [the] end. Many will
rove about, and the [true] knowledge will become abundant.”

7. And as we see the "the end of the wonderful things" of this whole "sacred secret brought to a finish" is connected explicitly with the
Daniel 12:7 "time, times and half a time" 1260 days time signature registry of also the future final cycle for the "last witnessing" 1260
days of Revelation 11:3 as parallel with the prophecy cited below:

(Daniel 12:5-7) And I saw, I Daniel, and, look! there were two others standing, one on the bank here of the stream and the
other on the bank there of the stream. 6 Then one said to the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of
the stream: “How long will it be to the end of the wonderful things?” 7 And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen,
who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens
and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. And
as soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces (Rev11:7-10; Rev13:5-
7), all these things will come to their finish.”

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”



(Daniel 12:9) And he went on to say: “Go, Daniel, because the words are made secret and sealed up until the time of [the]
end. 

8. Thus, as we approach "game day" for world government, it is assured by God that God will aid the "true knowledge" of the final
prophecy and its understandable full summary, in the future, as it starts to actually unfold first upon Jehovah's witnesses in a global
context of global-crisis yet to be seen. (Dan8:13-14; Dan11:41-43; Rev13:3)

Final Global-Crisis Must Resolve Peacefully

1. But, we already know from prophecy the global-crisis "tribulation of those days", no matter how serious it may become, must
resolve peacefully globally and "heal" into said World Government 8th King "King North".

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. (then, "ascending" into world government)

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on
the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the
world.

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their witnessing (Dan12:7), the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss
(Rev17:8) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (Rev13:5-7)

(Revelation 13:5-8a) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two
months (Rev11:2) was given it. 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his
residence, even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them,
and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And all those who dwell on the earth will
worship it.

2. That "42 months" is the final "3.5 times" of 1260 days final "trampling of the holy city" to be permitted as it completes the "seven
times" requirement and allowance for 2520 days total, by that time, in TWO "witnessings" of 1260 days, 1914-1918 and the future.

How The Nations are Shown as Globally Preserved in
Prophecy
"8th King" World Government "Chopped Down"
1. Thus, as shown in Daniel 7 and Revelation 17 the national powers as now in "7th King" world power influence of national-alliance
scope and type, are not described as destroyed. 

2. Only one world power system is explicitly described as destroyed which is World Government "8th King" of the future:

(Daniel 7:23-26) “This is what he said, ‘As for the fourth beast (world government), there is a fourth kingdom that will come
to be on the earth, that will be different from all the [other] kingdoms; and it will devour all the earth and will trample it
down and crush it. 24 And as for the ten horns, out of that kingdom there are ten kings that will rise up; and still another
one will rise up after them, and he himself will be different from the first ones, and three kings he will humiliate. 25 And he
will speak even words against the Most High, and he will harass continually the holy ones themselves of the Supreme
One. And he will intend to change times and law, and they will be given into his hand for a time, and times and half a time.
26 And the Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [him] and to
destroy [him] totally.

3. The "fourth beast" of Daniel 7:23-26 is shown as destroyed in that prophecy too, because it is world government.

Fallen "7th King" Nationalism-Based Nations Not Destroyed
 1. The parallel of world government divine deposition certainty is in the "8th King" prophecy shown explicitly described as destroyed
in Revelation 17:

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to
go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on
the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the
world. 9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the
woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does
arrive he must remain a short while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs
from the seven, and it goes off into destruction.

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3



future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations),
but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is where
the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top.
10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system
vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for
precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent
it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

2. The "7th King" merely "lasts a short while" which is not explicit destruction. 

3. Daniel 11:42-43 shows how the "King South" "7th King" national-system will be globally "bought out" by "King North" by global-
financial means. 

4. This is because the "7th King" will fall as in the "King South" parallel of Daniel 11:42-43 wherein the "King South" national-systems
will lose all wealth sovereignty which means all national sovereignty to the "King North" Globalist-System, in the future.

5. That same parallel of national-system total loss of "power and authority" sovereignty is described in Revelation 17, as it is
transferred into world government globalized "power and authority" (Rev16:13-16):

(Revelation 17:11-17) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven,
and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a
kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 These have one thought, and so they
give their power and authority to the wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and
King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 15 And he
says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues.
16 And the ten horns that you saw, and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked,
and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his
thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have
been accomplished. 

(Revelation 17:11-14) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven,
and it (alone, as world government) goes off into destruction. “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have
not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government).
13 These have one thought (global-scale sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the
wild beast (world government). 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the
Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with fire.
(complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his
thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world government)
wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great
(global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

Global Nations Life Extension for a "Time and a Season"
1. Thus, as shown in Daniel 7 and Revelation 17 the national powers are not described as destroyed, as foretold here their "life" is
extended for a "time and a season":

(Daniel 7:11-12) “I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was
speaking; I kept on beholding until the beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it was given to the burning fire.
12 But as for the rest of the beasts, their rulerships were taken away, and there was a lengthening in life given to them for
a time and a season.

(Daniel 7:11-12) I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was
speaking; I kept on beholding until the (world government; Dan7:23-26) beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it
was given to the burning fire. (Rev19:19-21) 12 But as for the rest of the beasts (the nations), their rulerships were taken
away, and there was a lengthening in life given to them for a time (to Christ's conquest) and a season. (under Messianic
Kingdom authority)

"A Time and a Season"

1. The "a time" is the "appointed time of the end" which results in the Christ Kingdom conquest of the nations, but not their destruction,



but a "life extension" guaranteed. (Dan8:19)

(Daniel 8:19) And he went on to say: “Here I am causing you to know what will occur in the final part of the denunciation,
because it is for the appointed time of [the] end.

(Daniel 11:36) And [King North] will certainly prove successful (all the way to world government in the future) until [the]
denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done.

2. This is because only "King North" "8th King" World Government is completely illegal, it will define the appointed time period for the
"conclusion of the system of things", but not for the world or its human nations only its then World Government ruled "system". 

3. From Romans 13 principle and Genesis 10 history, God has allowed "gentile" nations to rule in "relative position".

Good-Bye National-System "Power and Authority"

But, as shown "their rulerships" are taken away.

1. Firstly, world government will end up owning the national-system "power and authority" [rulerships] as national sovereignty is
transferred into world government "power and authority" by huge global financial means of Daniel 11:42-43, in the future. Superior
force can also be used upon the must stubborn national-system hold-outs. (Rev13:3; Isa19:4)

2. Lastly, Christ will conquer the rulerships now dominating the "Kingdom of the World". The current human and earthly system is now
under what will become a time limit expired illegal "gentile" rival sovereign rule as defined by World Government in the future.

Lights Out 1. That is also how, in Matthew 24:29, the "sun, moon, and stars" "lights" go out on the world national-system shakeup to
come with World Government first. 

Lights Out 2. And because World Government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3;
Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes, that further global-development will also "lights out" both of
these world power systems national and globalist. 

The Final Darkness Meanings 

It is how the fifth trumpet and its fifth plague parallel also affect the light by "darkening" forebodings upon the world system.

(Revelation 9:2) And he opened the pit of the abyss, and smoke ascended out of the pit as the smoke of a great furnace,
and the sun was darkened, also the air, by the smoke of the pit. 

(Revelation 16:10-11) And the fifth one poured out his bowl upon the throne of the wild beast. And its kingdom became
darkened, and they began to gnaw their tongues for [their] pain, 11 but they blasphemed the God of heaven for their
pains and for their ulcers, and they did not repent of their works.

This is because world government is the critical final step into the terminus of the prophecy by being the definite globalized
sovereignty which will trigger the divine response of Christ. 

In addition, the changes the "new world order" World Government actually has in store for humankind are very ominous, and some
people know about these plans. 

Thus, altogether, the growing indications that this is all true and world government will trigger the Christ arrival, is how there are TWO
power systems coming which will greatly affect "life as we knew it" for the nation-state system "old world order". (Hag2:7; Matt24:29)

1. First, by the initial portions of the world government final agenda starting up. 

2. Then, ultimately by the Kingdom of Christ destined by God Almighty to overtake it all, but for much more positive and truly eternal
reasons than its "8th King" doomed rival. (Rev14:6-8)

A "Season"

1. And the Daniel 7:12 "season" is the millennial "Kingdom of the World" reign of Christ when "last Adam" is who recovers all these
nations in both of the "worlds" pictured in Daniel 4's largest base and overall "Tree" symbology:

(1 Corinthians 15:24-28) Next, the end, when he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has brought to
nothing all government and all authority and power. 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his
feet. 26 As the last enemy, death is to be brought to nothing. 27 For [God] “subjected all things under his feet.” But when
he says that ‘all things have been subjected,’ it is evident that it is with the exception of the one who subjected all things
to him. 28 But when all things will have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to the One
who subjected all things to him, that God may be all things to everyone.

2. Thus, the divine purpose is to conquer the "Kingdom of the World", and permanently depose "gentile" rulership. 

3. The overall "Eternal Purpose of God" objective is to then restore all the nations' human beings and all creation into the "Last
Adamic" perfect form and global life-system Divine Optimization under the Messianic Kingdom one thousand year reign of Christ, the



legal appointed King from God which all these prophecy structures, development, timing and fulfillments have been leading to the
whole time.

(Revelation 11:15-18) 15 And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The
kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”
16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God,
17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great
power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time
for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing
your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.”

The Final Cycle Forecast for 2034 "Time Appointed"
The next section is NOT a "day and hour" forecast. For several timing uncertainties in Daniel 8:14 and Revelation 11:7-10, even the
year of the Conquest of Christ cannot be known at this time. What the Daniel 4 prophecy does is allow the smaller timed prophecies of
Daniel 8:14, Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11 to be fully understood as to the importance and meaning of those final sequential periods.

That will be covered in part 3.

Footnotes and Tables
[2B]

Masculine Globalist and Feminine Religious "Babylon" Symbology
The "Masculine" Babylon "Gentile" Globalist and the "Babylon the Great" Religious Sovereignty
Symbols

1. The Daniel 2 "masculine" "Babylon" "head of gold" of the "immense image" pictures the Globalist-System World Government
Development as the rival sovereign "Babylon" symbol (As in Habakkuk) in the world system in world power ascension in the world
today.

(Daniel 2:32-33) As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its belly and its
thighs were of copper, 33 its legs were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 

(Daniel 2:36-38) “This is the dream, and its interpretation we shall say before the king. 37 You, O king, the king of kings,
you to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the might, and the strength and the dignity, 38 and into whose
hand he has given, wherever the sons of mankind are dwelling, the beasts of the field and the winged creatures of the
heavens, and whom he has made ruler over all of them, you yourself are the head of gold.

A. The root of that "Babylon" symbol is due to the fact Babel under Nimrod was a "national system" composed of all the post-flood
nations of Genesis 10. And it did attempt to form the first world government in Genesis 11:1-9. Thus, the "gentile" basis of the modern
world is based on Babel, and its Globalist-System engineers are connected with the same Genesis 10 bloodlines and goals of
ancient Nimrod and other national supporting entities.

B. Thus, both Daniel 2's "immense image" and Daniel 4's "Tree" are applied by Daniel directly to King Nebuchadnezzar explicitly
stated, and thus Babylon, by extension.

(Daniel 4:20-22) The tree that you beheld, that grew great and became strong and the height of which finally reached the
heavens and which was visible to all the earth, 21 and the foliage of which was fair, and the fruit of which was abundant,
and on which there was food for all; under which the beasts of the field would dwell, and on the boughs of which the
birds of the heavens would reside, 22 it is you, O king, because you have grown great and become strong, and your
grandeur has grown great and reached to the heavens, and your rulership to the extremity of the earth.

2. Thus, all masculine Babylon symbology is based on prophecies originating with Babylon in their own world power era. Therefore,
these first prophecies of Daniel from God form the entire foundational framework of all sovereign prophecy foretelling God's Kingdom
to follow upon these master principles and timings. They are guaranteed to fulfill to the true last and smallest detail.

3. When Revelation 17 "8th King", Daniel 2 "immense image", "King North" World Government takes eventual total world ruling power
in the future, the Globalist-System which engineers this final sovereignty will be the ultimate "head of Gold" "Gentile Rulership" of all
time in this "Babylon" symbology originating with the Genesis 11 first world government attempt under Nimrod.

4. It is interesting to note Nimrod was a Hamitic originating ruler. Israel, Babylon and Medo-Persia were Shemitic. And the final Anglo-
American development is mostly Japhetic in origin in relation to Genesis 10. 

A. Thus, the entire global national system equating to the future global final-sovereign totality from the Genesis 10 past origin from
Noah by means of his three sons Ham, Japheth and Shem, is what will comprise globalization complete World Government of the
future.



The " Feminine" "Babylon the Great" " Harlot" Babylon Symbology

(Revelation 17:18) And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

1. The Revelation 17:18 "feminine" "Babylon the Great" "Harlot", who has a religious "kingdom over the kings of this world" in that
"Babylon the Great" symbol, also originated with the Babel System of Genesis 11's timeframe. 

A. That is, "Occult" secrecy based "Mystery Religion" was the Babel spiritual counterpart to aid the overall "gentile" sovereign
expansion goals. 

Incidentally, Babel is where the "Governing Body" entity originated, which the Occult Mystery-Priests used to manage the
original Babel Religion, and its people.

""The Mystery Religions each had their secret councils which ruled them, and these councils themselves came under the
guidance of a secret supreme Grand Council or Governing Body.""

http://www.whale.to/b/sp/bl.html
 

(Today, as in the "Two Babylons" book by Alexander Hislop, the Catholic Papal system is an example of a religion based
upon Babel Occultism grafted over centuries beneath a "Christianity veneer", as well demonstrated in that book. That Two
Babylon's book is not Daniel 4 applicable, but it shows the Catholic Papacy is of the same "Spiritual DNA" as the Babel
Papacy of Nimrod.)

Though Jehovah's witnesses from the Bible Students past did "leave Babylon", it is Jehovah's witnesses who have
revisited a core Babel "Governing Body" key-managerial element, along with its fake "Organization Theocracy" which that
body now rules over. Now the whole thing has become the final signal apostasy in this post 1944 experimentally failed
"governing body" [injection] development to the GB Tyrant Coup of 1976 made complete. 

Within 15 years the Governing Body had Jehovah's witnesses "riding the wildbeast" as UN NGO "harlots" while covering
up the third United Nations Globalist "King North" event of Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23. THAT is how the Babylon
"harlot" "queen" aids her Babylon sovereign "king" as one overall God sovereignty opposing enterprise.

2. Together this Gentile "Babylon" system has a Paternal System [Governmental] and a Maternal System [Religious] which still guides
the world system now in its modern national to globalization-based world government developmental maturation of the future. 

A. Therefore, the final years will be like the milestone of "world government ascending in slow motion" which will help people ascertain
it is the final sovereign infraction of the proper truly global scale and the logical convergent terminus of prophecy to actually trigger the
Christ arrival. It is logical and complete in all ways prophetic and in world development that this rival world government sovereign
zenith shall trigger Christ as it sown impetus to "chop the tree down" in its final deviation which began in Eden, revisited in Babel of
ancient times (Gen10-11), and now certain from the prophecy in the future.

3. Thus, when the current purposely designed and implemented Daniel 4 error among Jehovah's witnesses final apostasy
development is removed with their apostate judgment downfall coming up (Dan8:13-14), the Daniel 4 comprehensive actual meaning
will reaffirm the original intent of the Daniel 4 "appointed times of the nations" purpose, but upon a completed and truthful basis in both
dating and complete interpretational explanation.

Supporting Tables and Information

[1] Bible Judean King Dating Comparison with JW Errors 

Bible Judean King Dating Comparison with JW Errors (Table 2)
Real World Date Approximations JW Fictional Dating  
King Name Albright Thiele Galil Kitchen JW Diff1 Diff2 Diff3 Diff4 Variance
David 1000 NA 1010 1010 1077 77 NA 67 67 10
40 (reign
yrs)           

Solomon 962 NA 970 971 1037 75 NA 67 66 9
40           
Rehoboam 922 931 931 931 997 75 66 66 66 9
17           
Abijah 915 913 914 915 980 65 67 66 65 2
3           
Asa 913 911 911 912 978 65 67 67 66 2
41           
Jehoshaphat 873 870 870 871 937 64 67 67 66 3
25           

http://www.whale.to/b/sp/bl.html
http://www.ldolphin.org/PDFs/The_Two_Babylons-Alexander_Hislop.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Two_Babylons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rehoboam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abijah_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asa_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoshaphat


Jehoram 849 848 851 849 919 70 71 68 70 3
8           
Ahaziah 842 841 843 842 906 64 65 63 64 2
1           
Athaliah 842 841 842 841 905 63 64 63 64 1
6           
Jehoash 837 835 835 835 898 61 63 63 63 0
40           
Amaziah 800 796 805 796 858 58 62 53 62 9
29           
Uzziah 783 767 788 776 829 46 62 41 53 18
52           
Jotham 742 740 758 750 777 35 37 19 27 18
16           
Ahaz 735 732 742 731 762 27 30 20 31 9
16           
Hezekiah 715 716 726 715 746 31 30 20 31 11
29           
Manasseh 687 687 697 687 716 29 29 19 29 10
55           
Amon 642 643 642 642 661 19 18 19 19 1
2           
Josiah 640 641 640 640 659 19 18 19 19 1
31           
Jehoahaz 609 609 609 609 628 19 19 19 19 0
0.25           
Jehoiakim 609 609 609 609 628 19 19 19 19 0
11           
Jehoiachin 598 598 598 598 618 20 20 20 20 0
0.25           
Zedekiah 597 597 597 597 617 20 20 20 20 0
11          5.4 Ave.
Legend
 Actual start dates BCE of Judean King reign
 JW fictional start dates BCE of Judean King reign

 Years variance between actual dating and JW fictional dating 597 and
prior

 Maximum variance in secular chronologies
 Average variance in secular chronologies

 All "gentile" "trampled" divine kings of Jerusalem, starting in 609
BCE.

Source:
Kings of Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kings_of_Judah
Watchtower Library CD 2010

[2] Genesis 10 Seventy Nations

Genesis 10 Seventy Nations
Japheth  14

1 Gomer      
2 Magog      
3 Madai      
4 Javan      
5 Tubal      
6 Meshech      
7 Tiras      

  Gomer     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoram_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahaziah_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athaliah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoash_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amaziah_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uzziah_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jotham_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahaz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hezekiah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manasseh_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amon_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josiah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoahaz_of_Judah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoiakim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehoiachin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zedekiah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kings_of_Judah


 8 Ashkenaz     
 9 Riphath     
 10 Togarmah     
  Javan     
 11 Elishah     
 12 Tarshish     
 13 Kittim     
 14 Dodanim     
Ham  30

15 Cush      
16 Mizraim      
17 Put      
18 Canaan      

  Cush     
 19 Seba     
 20 Havilah     
 21 Sabtah     
 22 Raamah     
 23 Sabteca     
 24 Nimrod     
   Raamah    
  25 Sheba    
  26 Dedan    
  Mizraim     
 27 Ludim     
 28 Anamim     
 29 Lehabim     
 30 Naphtuhim     
 31 Pathrusim     
 32 Casluhim     
 33 Caphtorim     
  Canaan     
 34 Sidon     
 35 Heth     
 36 Jebusite     
 37 Amorite     
 38 Girgashite     
 39 Hivite     
 40 Arkite     
 41 Sinite     
 42 Arvadite     
 43 Zemarite     
 44 Hamathite     
Shem  26

45 Elam      
46 Asshur      
47 Arpachshad      
48 Lud      
49 Aram      

  Aram     
 50 Uz     
 51 Hul     
 52 Gether     
 53 Mash     
  Arpachshad    
 54 Shelah     
   Shelah    



   Shelah    
  55 Eber    
    Eber   
   56 Peleg   
   57 Joktan   
     Joktan  
    58 Almodad  
    59 Sheleph  
    60 Hazarmaveth  
    61 Jerah  
    62 Hadoram  
    63 Uzal  
    64 Diklah  
    65 Obal  
    66 Abimael  
    67 Sheba  
    68 Ophir  
    69 Havilah  
    70 Jobab  
      70

[3] All Seventy-Year Judgment Criteria

Seventy Sabbaths

(2 Chronicles 36:17-21) So he brought up against them the king of the Chaldeans, who proceeded to kill their young men
with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, neither did he feel compassion for young man or virgin, old or decrepit.
Everything He gave into his hand. 18 And all the utensils, great and small, of the house of the [true] God and the treasures
of the house of Jehovah and the treasures of the king and of his princes, everything he brought to Babylon. 19 And he
proceeded to burn the house of the [true] God and pull down the wall of Jerusalem; and all its dwelling towers they
burned with fire and also all its desirable articles, so as to cause ruin. 20 Furthermore, he carried off those remaining from
the sword captive to Babylon, and they came to be servants to him and his sons until the royalty of Persia began to reign;
21 to fulfill Jehovah’s word by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had paid off its sabbaths. All the days of lying
desolated it kept sabbath, to fulfill seventy years.

Babylon Servitude Seventy Years

(Jeremiah 25:11) And all this land must become a devastated place, an object of astonishment, and these nations will
have to serve the king of Babylon seventy years.

Babylon Dynasty Seventy Year "Seven Time" Limit

(Jeremiah 25:12) And it must occur that when seventy years have been fulfilled I shall call to account against the king of
Babylon and against that nation,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘their error, even against the land of the Chaldeans, and I
will make it desolate wastes to time indefinite.

Seventy Year Reactivation

(Jeremiah 29:10) “For this is what Jehovah has said, ‘In accord with the fulfilling of seventy years at Babylon I shall turn
my attention to you people, and I will establish toward you my good word in bringing you back to this place.’

(Daniel 9:1-4) In the first year of Darius the son of Ahasuerus of the seed of the Medes, who had been made king over the
kingdom of the Chaldeans; 2 in the first year of his reigning I myself, Daniel, discerned by the books the number of the
years concerning which the word of Jehovah had occurred to Jeremiah the prophet, for fulfilling the devastations of
Jerusalem, [namely,] seventy years. 3 And I proceeded to set my face to Jehovah the [true] God, in order to seek [him]
with prayer and with entreaties, with fasting and sackcloth and ashes. 4 And I began to pray to Jehovah my God and to
make confession and to say...

Related References for the Temple Restoration

(Zechariah 1:12) So the angel of Jehovah answered and said: “O Jehovah of armies, how long will you yourself not show
mercy to Jerusalem and to the cities of Judah, whom you have denounced these seventy years?”

(Zechariah 7:4-5) And the word of Jehovah of armies continued to occur to me, saying: 5 “Say to all the people of the land



and to the priests, ‘When you fasted and there was a wailing in the fifth [month] and in the seventh [month], and this for
seventy years, did you really fast to me, even me? 

[4] Revelation Seven's Timeline Continuum

Revelation Seven's Timeline Continuum 

World
Context

  Continuum
Timeline

Spiritual
Parallel

   

Global-Crisis   Temple
Judgment

Temple
Judgment

   

 Dan11:41-43 Rev16 Revelation 8 Dan8:13-14 Zec3:1-9 Mal3:1-5 1150/
2300 Days

Sword-Stroke Rev13:3 Plague 1
Rev16:1-2

Trumpet 1 Desolation
"Evening"

  Dan11:42

Tribulation-
of-those-Days

       

  Plague 2
Rev16:3

Trumpet 2 UN NGO
Curse

Dan8:13   

        
  Plague 3

Rev16:4-7
Trumpet 3 GB

Exposed
2The2:3-4   

        
  Plague 4

Rev16:8-9
Trumpet 4 Apostate

Effect
   

   Revelation 9     
  Plague 5

Rev16:10-
11

Trumpet 5     

   Temple
Recovery

Eze37    

        
   Temple

Cleansed
Zec3:4-5 Mal3:1-5   

        
   Recovery     
   Trumpet 6     
   Recovery     
        
   Revelation 10     
   Final

Commission
Rev10:5-11 Zec3:6-9   

   Revelation 11    1260 Days
  Plague 6

Rev16:12-
16

Final
Ministry

Rev11:2-3   Rev12:14

World
Government*

Dan2:31-45 Eze38-39     Rev13:5-7

 Dan8:25 Rev13:14-
18

    Dan12:7

 Dan11:44-45      Dan7:25
 Rev17:8-18  Ministry

Ceased
Rev11:7-10   1290 Days

World
Government*

Dan7:23-26      Dan12:11

  Plague 7
Rev16:17

Trumpet 6     

  Christ Arrival Rev11:11-12 Mat24:29-31 Rev16:17
   Messianic

Kingdom
Completion

Rev7:1-4 Rev14:1-5   

   Open
Salvation
Peace
Covenant

Rev14:6-8 Eze34:25
Eze37:36

  

   Babylon
The Great
Destroyed

Rev17:11-18 Rev11:13 Rev18 Rev16:17-18

   Global
Sheep Sweep

Rev14:14-16 Mat25:31-40  

   World
Judgment

Rev14:14-20 Mat25:31-46  

   Trumpet 7    1335 Days



   Messianic
Kingdom
Conquest

   Dan12:11

   Marriage
Lamb

   Dan7:26

   Christ
Millennial
Reign
Begins

    

*Daniel 12:11 Dual-Criteria Defining: World Government "placement" and 
and ceasing final ministry exact order unknown. 
When World Government "placement" and final ministry ceased at same time, Daniel 12:11 1290 Days begins

Main Seven Times Complete Prophecy Connections to Future Christ Arrival Tables

[5] Sevens Times Prophecy Connection 1

Sevens Times Prophecy Connection 1
Seven Times

Original Basis "Seven Times"
Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe

"Seven Times" Kingdom of the
World1

Noachian
World Sin/Flood Genesis 6-7 4000-2300

BCE*
From Edenic Sin 7000 Years     
From Divine Deluge Unknown     

"Seven Times" Kingdom of the
World2 Modern World Future Christ

Conquest Revelation 11:15-19

Seven Lunar Years of
Years 2520 Years  Future Revelation 11 1914-1918

360 Days = 360
Years    Seven Times  

7 x 360 Years    Inception  
World Basis Overall Time Limit
2520 Years to 2520
Days  Gentile Gentile Times Daniel 4  

Multi-millennial "seven times" as 2520
years ended in 1914     

Revelation 11 "seven times" as 2520 days
began in 1914     

"3.5 Times" = 1914-1918 first 1260 days
"witnessing" ministry     

"3.5 Times" = Future final 1260 days
"witnessing" ministry     

"Seven Times" completes as 2520 DAYS     

Prophecy Basis Application Target Benchmark Event Prophecy Benchmark
Date

Seventy Years Gentile Times Babylon Gentile Babylon
Cessation

Jeremiah
25:12 609-539 BCE

Seventy Year "Seven Times" Connection for 609 BCE - 539
CE 

King Neb' Dynasty
Deposed  609-539 BCE

Seventy Year "Seven Times" Connection for 607 BCE -
1914 CE 

"Gentile" Sovereign
Expiration

Jerusalem
"Seven Times"
based

607 BCE-1914
CE

Seventy Years Divine Sovereign
Parallel Jerusalem Kingly

"Trampling" Luke 21:24 607-537 BCE

Seventy Year "Seven Times" Parallel Connection to Recovery Emancipation 607-537 BCE 
Seventy Year "Seven Times" Parallel Connection to Divine Sovereignty 607 BCE - 1914 CE 

Seventy Years Divine Temple Link Jerusalem Temple
"Trampling"

Zechariah
6:9-15 586-516 BCE

Seventy Year "Seven Times" Connection to Zechariah Temple Prophecy 586-516 BCE
Second Temple
Completion   Second Temple

Completion Zechariah 3-4 586 BCE to
516 BCE

Revelation 11
Connection Application Target Benchmark Event Prophecy Benchmark

Date



Direct Connection to
Revelation 11 Zechariah 4 Rev11:2 "Holy

City"
Divine Temple
Completion Zechariah 3-4 Future

Revelation 11 Final
Ministry Zechariah 3:4-9 "Two

Witnesses"
Christian Ministerial
Completion Zechariah 3 Future 1260

Days
Revelation 11 Final
Time Limit Application Target Benchmark Event Prophecy Benchmark

Date

2520 Days "Seven Times"
Meaning Holy City Two Witnessings Revelation

11:2
1914-
1918/Future

"Appointed Times of
the Nations"

Comprehensive
Completion All Applications Final Witnessing

Ceased Luke 21:24 Future

    Revelation
11:1-10

Future 1260
Days

    Daniel 12:11 1260 Days
Ends

Revelation 11
Continuum Application Target Benchmark Event Prophecy Benchmark

Date
Sovereign
Connection 1914 CE First 1260 Days First "Witness" Witnessing One Revelation

11:3 1914-1918

Sovereign Finality
Future Final 1260 Days Final "Witness" Witnessing Two Revelation

11:3 Future Repeat

Final 1260 Days expires into Christ Arrival 
Christ Completes his
Ministry

Daniel 12:11 1290
Days Global Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 14 Future

Christ Covenant

Seven Years Christ Ministry Global Christ Christ Completes
Ministry

Revelation
14:6-7 Future

First Christ Ministry Regional to Global Israel First Christ Arrival Luke 1:30-33 ca. 1 BCE/1 CE

First Christ Ministry Global Planet Earth Final Christ Arrival Revelation
11:12-19 ca. 1 BCE/1 CE

Notes
Christ 'Eternal Father' [Last Adam] Recovers "Tree" in Regeneration Rule as the Global "12 Tribes"; Matthew 19:28 
Christ Bride Implied 'Eternal Mother' [Last Eve] Aids Recovery of "Kingdom of the World" "Tree"; Isaiah 54
Revelation 21-22 
* Approximate Dating 
Dating shown is within accepted variance of calendar dating issues 
Dating shown harmonizes with accepted global Biblical chronologies and "gentile" history
Dating shown rectifies and removes erred JW fantasy dating issues which affects all pre 537 BCE dates in JW research

[6] Sevens Times Prophecy Connection 2

Sevens Times Prophecy Connection 2
Seven Times Main Global Framework [Long Range]
Spans 609-605 BCE to 1914 CE Main Prophetic Gentile Times Continuum
Original
Basis Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe

"Seven
Times"

Kingdom of the
World1

Noachian
World Sin/Flood Genesis 6-7 4000-2300 BCE*

"Seven
Times"

Kingdom of the
World2 Modern World Future Conquest Revelation

11:15-19
607 BCE-1914
CE

World Basis Overall Time Limit
2520 Years Modern World Global Gentile Gentile Times Daniel 4  
Purpose
Longest known and largest range "seven times" prophetically based global rival "gentile" sovereign divine time
limited timeframe
Seven Times Linking Prophecy Framework [Medium Range]
Spans 586 BCE Jerusalem/Temple Destruction to 516 BCE Temple Completion 70 Years "Seven
Times"
Original
Basis Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe

Seventy Years Gentile Babylon Gentile Babylon
Cessation Jeremiah 25:12 609-539 BCE**

Seventy Years Sovereignty Jerusalem Kingly "Trampling" Luke 21:24 607-537 BCE***
Zechariah 6:9-



Seventy Years Temple Jerusalem Temple "Trampling" Zechariah 6:9-
15 586-516 BCE****

Purpose Prophecy Prophecy
Links to Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi Temple Revelations
by prophetic "seven times" connective "seventy years" certainty 
Allows "two witnesses" prophetic link to Revelation 11 via Zechariah 3-4 Zechariah 3:6-9 Zechariah 4
Highlights God's Temple Completion and Christ King-Priest future
completions certainty

Zechariah 6:9-
15 Revelation 11:15

Seven Times Final "Two Witnesses" Prophecy Framework [Short Range]
Connects 1914-1918 Witness 1 1260 Days and Future Witness 2 1260 Days for 2520 Days Total
Basis Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe

1260 Days Witness 1: First
Ministry Holy City First Witnessings Revelation 11:2 1914-1918

1260 Days Witness 2: Final
Ministry Holy City Last Witnessings Revelation 11:2 Future

2520 Days Seven Times
Completion Holy City Two Witnessings Revelation 11:2-

3 Future

Purpose 

"Seven Times" terminus into both Revelation 11 "Two Witnesses" global ministries, 1914-1918 and the future. 

Final "witnessing" ministerial announcement leads to Christ arrival with Messianic Kingdom completion details
known. 
Christ Arrival: Global Open Salvation Peace Covenant Completion
Seven Times Final Christ Ministry Completion Prophecy Framework [Short Range]
Messianic Kingdom Completion Phases
Basis Application Target Inception Prophecy Timeframe
Christ Ministry
1 3.5 Years Regional Isaiah 42 Isaiah 53 29-33 CE

Christ Ministry
2 3.5 Years Global Daniel 12:11 Revelation 14 Future

Seven Years Christ Ministry Global Christ Christ Completes
Ministry

Revelation 14:6-
7 Future

Purpose Prophecy Prophecy
Messianic Kingdom Completion, Global Sheep Gathering Revelation 14  
Final Judgment Authority Daniel 7:26 Matthew 25:31
World
Judgment Finalize Sheep/Goat Judgment  Matthew 25:31-

46
Revelation 14:14-
20

Global Conquest: Depose World Government Revelation
11:15-19

Revelation 19:11-
21

Universal Conquest: Abyss Satan/Demons Revelation 20:1-
3 Isaiah 24:21-22

Marriage of the Lamb Revelation 19:1-
10 Psalm 45

Millennial Kingdom Reign Revelation 21 Revelation 22
Notes
* Approximate Dating; Noachian Era Deluge "Seven Times" unknown until Millennial Reign of Christ
** Approximate Dating
*** Approximate Dating
**** Approximate Dating
Christ 'Eternal Father' [Last Adam] Recovers "Tree" in Regeneration Rule as the Global "12 Tribes"; Matthew 19:28
Christ Bride Implied 'Eternal Mother' [Last Eve] Aids Recovery of "Kingdom of the World" "Tree"; Isaiah 54
Revelation 21-22
* Approximate Dating
Dating shown is within accepted variance of calendar dating issues
Dating shown harmonizes with accepted global Biblical chronologies and "gentile" history
Dating shown rectifies and removes erred JW fantasy dating issues which affects all pre 537 BCE dates in JW research
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